
The town of Thula consists of a closely-knit urban fabric of multi-storey stone houses built of local 
stone, constructed at the base of the outcrop upon which the fort is sited.

The topography of the site is extremely dramatic, consisting of a steep, jagged, and primarily barren 
rocky outcrop.



The project involved the restoration of the city walls (especially those most vulnerable in light of their 
proximity to the new road) and the city gate.

The fort essentially consists of a curtain wall punctuated by cylindrical towers, controlling access to a 
dramatic rocky outcrop atop which today are the remains of some defensive buildings and several small 
mosques.



Archaeological work has been significant both in scale and outcome, revealing that the fort dates from 
the Sabaean period and uncovering a monumental gateway, and other significant finds.

Some of the lower slopes leading up to the outcrop are defined by wide man-made terraces, used for 
agricultural cultivation.



Stepped pathway before restoration.

Access to and in the fort is by means of winding trails and steps that navigate the extreme verticality of 
the complex, especially at its higher levels.



The cistern was re-waterproofed using the traditional technology of “qhudhad” (lime plaster with 
pumice, textured with stone and then burnished to a smooth finish and sealed with animal fat).

Water features are to be found all the way from the top of the rocky outcrop to the town below, creating 
an elaborate system of capturing rain water and funnelling it down to the cisterns at the foot of the hill.



Both the technology and the materials used in this restoration project are local, and specific to the 
region. The conservation process drew solely on local expertise as well, with almost all of the labour 
force, including skilled labour, coming from the old town of Thula itself.

The site is used by Yemenis of every 
stripe including local townspeople whose 
incomes are low, but who see it as a 
leisure facility.




